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The Old South 

creaking as if someone were locked behind it and were whis 
pering to get out. Let us go, for the ceiling sags and will 
soon be falling, and a black spider is crawling past my face, 
and rags are drifting about on the floor. Let us go, for a 
crazy deaf woman, with a bent stick, threatens us in quaver 
ing voice, declaring she will strike us for daring to enter her 
palace. Let us go, and not come back any more. The dead 
are best dead and forgotten. 

The river rolls through fields blossoming with cotton 
day after day. In a crazy cabin someone is crooning a song. 
The sun lifts his long jewelled mace an instant, in careless, 
lazy fingers before his face, and lets it slip away again. 
Aslant on a chill scurry of rain floats a mocking-bird's jan 
gled song. It dies away and leaves only silence, half-enclos 
ing the monotonous drone of a sad hymn of despair which a 
sleepy negro is humming to himself from nowhere. 

NEW YORK 

To Richard aldington 

Out of the black granite she is rising surprising as sun 
rise over the head of the Sphinx, glittering towers coated in 
linked scales that seem as if they might melt away-they are 
so pale-but that day pours multitudes about them to smile 
and to threaten, to sin and to 'scape the reckoning, to coagu 
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late in iron knots against fate, to blot out life's misery with 
rejoicing, to clamor and to pray. 

Restless hammers are carving new cities from the stagnant 
skies. 

Beneath, the earth is propped and caverned; monstrous 
halls drop with vaulted echoing roofs dripping and sorrow 
ful far below; the bells toll and the trains start slowly, 
clanging, shaking the earth and the sad towers above them 
as they go banging their cargo of lost ones towards the secret 
gates of the sea; falling, falling with thunder and flame 
roaring and crawling, shooting and dying away. 

Restless hammers are carving new cities from the stagnant 
skies. 

Aloft, red girders of riveted steel hang motionless over the 
abyss. Down below the traffic slides, and from precipitous 
sides unroll golden threads, like spiders contriving, carrying 
their freight. Men with hammers are striving to hack new 
projections on. the edifice: and from the last impenetrable 
overhanging beam, a man is dangling on his belly guiding 
the weight. The clouds explode in hissing ripples of snow 
about him; the skies are dim and the stream of life falls 
through them sighing, like wheat that crashes into the hopper. 
But the last pinnacles eat into the clouds and from their 
bronze sides pours down the day, sweeping away the sordid 
flood of men in streams of weeping glory. 
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New York 

Restless hammers are carving new cities from the stagnant 
skies. 

Screaming and flickering, like loosened floods of blue 
flame, the streets run together amid the houses that huddle 
and leap and lower over them. The houses quiver with rage 
and heat from heads to feet; the faqades seem wavering, 
toppling, tearing with their weight: the glaring panes bulge 
outwards, and the bent red girders ooze away beneath them. 
But above it all, above all the chaos, the struggle and the 
loss, the clouds part. Ivory and gold, heart of light petrified, 
bold and immortally beautiful, lifts a tower like a full lily 
stalk, with crammed pollen-coated petals, flame calyx, fretted 
and carven. White phoenix that beats its wings in the light, 
shrill ecstasy of leaping lines poised in flight, partaker of joy 
in the skies, mate of the sun. 

Restless hammers are carving new cities from the stagnant 
skies. 

John Gould Fletcher 
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